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DISCLAIMER
This magazine contains entries of an adult nature
and has a gay theme. If you are not an adult (18
YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER) or if the laws in
your country prohibit the viewing of adult or gay
orientated material, or if you are offended by any
matter concerning or pertaining to the gay lifestyle,
then please don’t read you can search for something more suited to your liking.
Furthermore....
I make NO claims as to the sexual orientation of
any person pictured in this magazine, nor do I
claim ownership of all the pictures posted in this
magazine. If any pics posted here contravene any
copyright laws or regulations then please notify me
and I will remove them immediately upon proof of
ownership or copyright infringement.
Concerning my lifestyle and preferences....
You have the right to remain silent. Should you
choose to give up that right then anything that you
say may be totally ignored.
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Editors Note
Hi guys,
Has anyone notice it is so hard to ﬁnd a straight guy in Barbados. Has anyone seen the fact that every
ones ass is at the door. Everyone get on tight thigh blood sucking pants. Bright colors and ass out
boxers. NOW I’m NOT complaining. I just miss when I could say well he is clearly gay or HEY that is a
girl not a young boy. Things have changed so much then even the gay now sit in awe of the straight
man walking around looking so butch with all their ass out and shirt so tight that you can see the nipple
rings. Amazing how things have changed. ENOUGH ALREADY! I want my man to have baggy jean,
a t-shirt and no style. I want to dress him not him take my clothes are my sisters of that fact. Happy
reading!

Claudia Luv2Luv presents

IT'S ALIVE.

a halloween party at the Casa
Grande hotel oct 31st $55 DRINKS
FREE...
You ask for it no pool side come
in your costumes and experience
the maze of HORROR and
we partying in the tower of

DEATH...

shh i see dead ppl.
dont br affraid cum on in.
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Dating ......

Bring enough money

Whether it’s your ﬁrst, second date or even
hundredth date, chances you are still feeling a
little uncomfortable of how you should act your
best behaviors. Dating is already a high voltage
pressure situation and stressing out the etiquette
will make it even worse, but don’t feel so. I have
several tips to ease out the stress and impress
your date successfully.
Never talk with your food in your mouth
Nothing is uglier than talking with a mouthful of
partially chewed meat, half beaten vegetables,
peas, or smashed potatoes. It’s gross and unsexiest
thing to imagine. It’s a real turn OFF. Always ﬁnish
chewing and swallowing before responding.

Nothing can be more embarrassing than not having
enough money to pay your tab. Always bring some
cash as well, in case something goes wrong with
your credit cards
Don’t be rude or too critical
If you can’t say something nice, don’t say it. Dating
is already hard enough without having a date who
keeps telling you what is wrong or right all the time.
Pay attention to him
Nothing ruin the interest faster than your roving
eyes or a failure to pay attention when he’s
speaking. Give your boy the complete attention he
deserves.

Don’t drink too much

Financial issue - a simply no no

You will lose you “cool” over third or more glasses
and ruin your perfect evening. There are too many
reasons why you shall not drink on your ﬁrst date.
Choose something lighter, instead of alcohol -a cup of coffee after meal will be ﬁne and most
importantly you won’t lost yourself silly.

Never bring it out. It’s very awkward if someone
ask me how much I earn a year on my ﬁrst date.
And what is the point if you are asking how much
my car cost?
Wanna show off ? You’d better get lost.
Be your self

No your Ex-es story, please

Don’t show off and trying to impress your date with
None likes to hear your whining about your ex-es. fabulous story of how much money you’ve made.
No matter how bad he treated you. Never dig it up. Be honest of who you are. If he’s interested in you
You are here to begin a new life with him, so don’t -- your money will be his second thought.
make him your personal shrink!
No phone call, please

Say at least one nice thing to your date
Oke. You don’t have the chemistry, whether you
are planning to ensure a second date or not ,
always give your date at least one nice sincere
compliment during the evening. It’s simply rude
not saying so.
Never press for intimacy
You may feel he’s hot and you can’t stand to
steal a kiss, but never push the issue. If he’s feel
uncomfortable or reluctant, please respect him.
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Simply it turn off not vibate or slient. Unless your
house is on ﬁre, don’t take a phone call or make a
phone call.
Don’t be late
The worst way to start your date. Always be there
earlier at least half an hour -- if you are running
behind, give him a call is the act of simple courtesy.
Don’t make him wait
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Make no promise

Guide to Black History Month UK is equally remiss.
Why these omissions? Black people are not one
If you are out with a date from hell and ending the homogenous heterosexual mass. Where is the
evening is awkward, don’t make promise to call. recognition of sexual diversity within the black
Simply wish him a pleasant evening and head communities and black history?
home. If he ask you directly, be honest but not
In contrast, LGBT History Month, which takes place
rude.
in the UK in February, devotes a whole section of its
website to the lives of leading black LGBT people
and links to the websites for Black History Month.
Disappointingly, this solidarity is not reciprocated.
On the Black History Month websites I could not
ﬁnd a LGBT section or a LGBT History Month link.

Gay World News

Perhaps it is unintentional but Black History Month
Malcolm X was bisexual. Get over it
sometimes feels like Straight Black History Month.
Famous black LGBT people are not acknowledged
and celebrated. Either their contribution to black
October is Black History Month in Britain – a history and culture is ignored or their sexuality is
wonderful celebration of the huge, important airbrushed out of their biographies.
and valuable contribution that black people have
made to humanity and to popular culture.
A good example of this neglect is the denialism
surrounding the bisexuality of one of the greatest
It is also worth celebrating that many leading modern black liberation heroes: Malcolm X. The
black icons have been lesbian, gay, bisexual or lack of recognition is perhaps not surprising, given
transgender (LGBT), most notably the US black that some of his family and many black activists
liberation hero Malcolm X. Other prominent have made strenuous efforts to deny his same-sex
black LGBTs include jazz singer Billie Holiday, relationships and suppress recognition of the full
author and civil rights activist James Baldwin, spectrum of his sexuality.
soul singer-songwriter Luther Vandross, blues
singer Bessie Smith, poet and short story writer Why the cover-up? So what if Malcolm X was
Langston Hughes, singer Johnny Mathis, novelist bisexual? Does this diminish his reputation and
Alice Walker, civil rights activist and organiser achievements? Of course not. Whether he was gay,
of the 1963 March on Washington Bayard straight or bisexual should not matter. His stature
Rustin, blues singer Ma Rainey, dancer and remains, regardless of his sexual orientation. Yet
choreographer Alvin Ailey, actress, singer and many of the people who revere him seem reluctant
dancer Josephine Baker, Olympic diving gold to accept that their hero, and mine, was bisexual.
medallist Greg Louganis, singer and songwriter
Little Richard, political activist and philosopher Malcolm X’s bisexuality is more than just a question
Angela Davis, singer-songwriter Tracy Chapman of truth and historical fact. There has never been
and drag performer and singer RuPaul.
any black person of similar global prominence
and recognition who has been publicly known to
Few of these prominent black LGBT achievers be gay or bisexual. Young black lesbian, gay and
are listed on the most comprehensive UK Black bisexual people can, like their white counterparts,
History Month website, which hosts biographies often feel isolated, guilty and insecure about their
of notable black men and women. In the section sexuality. They could beneﬁt from positive, highon people, only Davis is mentioned and her achieving role models, to give them conﬁdence
lesbianism is not acknowledged. The website and inspiration. Who better than Malcolm X? He
fails to identify the vast majority of black public inspired my human rights activism and was a
and historical ﬁgures who are LGBT. The Ofﬁcial trailblazer in the black freedom struggle. He can
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inspire other LGBT people too.

He documents Malcolm’s many same-sex
relations and his activities as a male sex worker,
Right now, there is not a single living black person which spanned at least a 10-year period, from his
who is a worldwide household name and who is mid-teens to his 20s, as I described in some detail
also openly gay. That’s why the issue of Malcolm X’s in a previous article for the Guardian. Although
sexuality is so important. Having an internationally Malcolm later married and, as far as we know,
renowned gay or bisexual black icon would do abandoned sex with men, his earlier same-sex
much to help challenge homophobia, especially relations suggest that he was bisexual rather than
in the black communities and particularly in Africa heterosexual. Abstaining from gay sex after his
and the Caribbean where homosexuality and marriage does not change the fundamentals of his
bisexuality are often dismissed as a “white man’s sexual orientation and does not mean that he was
disease”.
wholly straight.
So what is the evidence for Malcolm X’s bisexual
orientation? Most people remember him as the
foremost US black nationalist leader of the 1960s.
Despite the downsides of his anti-white rhetoric,
black separatism and religious superstition, he
was America’s leading spokesperson for black
consciousness, pride and self-help. He spoke with
ﬁerce eloquence and deﬁance for black upliftment
and freedom.

Towards the end of his life, Malcolm’s ideas were
evolving in new directions. Politically, he gravitated
leftwards. Faith-wise, after his trip to Mecca, he
began to embrace a non-racial mainstream Islam.
His mind was becoming open to new ideas and
values.

Had he not been murdered in 1965, Malcolm
might have eventually, like Huey Newton of the
Black Panthers and the black power leader Angela
Malcolm’s complex, changing sexuality was never Davis, embraced the lesbian and gay liberation
part of the narrative of his life until the publication movement as part of the struggle for human
of Bruce Perry’s acclaimed biography, Malcolm – emancipation. Instead, to serve their homophobic
The Life of a Man Who Changed Black America. political agenda, for over half a century the
Perry is a great admirer and defender of Malcolm Nation of Islam and many black nationalists have
X, but not an uncritical one. He wrote the facts, suppressed knowledge of Malcolm’s same-sex
based on interviews with over 420 people who relations. It is now time for Black History Month
knew Malcolm personally at various stages in to speak the truth. Malcolm X was bisexual. Get
his life, from childhood to his tragic assassination over it.
in 1965. His book is not a hatchet job, as some
black critics claim, it is the exact opposite. Perry
presents an honest, rounded story of Malcolm’s
life and achievements which, in my opinion, is far
more moving and humane than the better known
but somewhat hagiographic The Autobiography of
Malcolm X: As Told To Alex Haley.
Based on interviews with Malcolm’s closest
boyhood and adult friends, Perry suggests the
US black liberation leader was not as solidly
heterosexual as his Nation of Islam colleagues and
black nationalist acolytes have always claimed.
While Perry did not make Malcolm’s sexuality a
big part of his biography – in fact, it is a very minor
aspect – he did not shy away from writing about
what he heard in his many interviews.
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BuckleBack
Chronicles
By David L Romar
Oh my god!
It has been a long time hasn’t it? I mean since
I actually sat down and started to write or rather
continue on this saga I am calling my chronicles.
Since then Crop Over has come and gone and
I have only 45 percent gotten over my addiction
to pork lime and BRC. You might say I was a
socaholic and more power to you if you choose
to believe that. I was more into what I could see
and believe me there was a lot to see, sample and
throw back.
But seriously y’all how was it for you? Fun? Did it
live it? Sorry if it didn’t.
Let’s chat seriously now though. About some of
the things I saw this past Crop Over. And coming
what, almost two months now, I think it is most
timely.
I want to introduce you to someone called Alvin.
He is six foot three, plays basketball for one of the
top central divisional team and I met him when
BRC had their 24 hour fete at the “Base”. For all
of you out there who out know about the Gaydar –
I bow before thee. For those of you now learning occupation and grooming habits.
about it… You will be astounded by its power.
If you are a guy and you have this power use it.
What is it you might ask? It is the best thing to It helps you tremendously especially of you are
happen to Gay/Bi person on the face of this earth. trying to score a lovely crumpet or English mufﬁn
It is you way of knowing who is gay or who isn’t. or a nice angus steake with ALL the trimmings.
Something like women’s intuition but better.
But enough of that lesson for now this is not gay
101.
Gaydar though is best deﬁned as the name might
suggest is gay radar. It refers to someone’s ability Anyhow, back to Alvin. This chocolate brown
to assess someone else’s sexual orientation marvel of a man that I saw that night was a trip.
as gay bisexual or straight. It usually relies on Hitting on every woman that pass and bashing
relies on usually non verbal sensory information every effeminate man that he saw. He cussed at
and intuition. These include the sensitivity to every masculine woman that he saw that wouldn’t
social behaviours and mannerisms; for instance give him the time of day.
acknowledging ﬂamboyant mannerism, overtly
rejecting traditional gender roles, a person’s But you know when there is something nagging
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you all the time and you can’t
I got a tongue lashing from him (not the desirous
kind either) when I barely asked him to chill,
relax. I heard about how I supporting nastiness,
how I is more “buller” and how I gun dead nasty.
Babylon bun fyah pun you – I think was the correct
expression that he used.
Now in my short time writing this column, I hope
that you have become a bit closer to me and who
I am and what I stand for. I hope too that you will
understand why I am the way I am. If you are a bit
unsure – ﬁne let me lay it out clearly – Pellucidly
for those politicians and scholars who among us
want to be like that. I like dick. I also like cunt.
I make no excuses, qualms what so ever about
it. Just that I like beef more than I like ﬁsh sorry
ladies.
This Alvin character was bothering me and with his
behavior all night and quite frankly I was tempted
to knock that fucker into tarnation but there was
this itchy feeling at the back of my mind about him.
I should have followed my Mable Madea Simmons
instinct. Would you believe that later that night the
same Alvin was at a party I was at in St. Peter,
that bugger was the bottom for the largest ﬂaming
queen I have ever seen. And would you believe
they had the gall to tell me that he was sorry, he
didn’t know and a whole bunch uh shite?
I am telling you all this to get to a crucial point and
what I will call my “lesson for today”.
You might be gay or bi, living life on the down
low, WHATEVER. In this community, there is one
thing that we have amongst MOST of us. That is
respect. Respect for others (I hope) but most of
all respect for self. Too often we spend our time
bashing and crying down others and also just plain
being ridiculous. Who are you to judge?
That’s just my ﬁve cents. Hope you all have a
great weekend.

I’m out ..... or am
ImageOctober
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Too gay...The

next time
someone asks you, “Hey, howdja
get to be a homosexual anyway?”
tell them, “Homosexuals are
chosen ﬁrst on talent, then
interview... then the swimsuit
and evening gown competition
pretty much gets rid of the rest of
them.”
Karen Williams
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Music

http://www.mtv.com/news/
For her fans, one wait was “ova” on Tuesday when
Rihanna released her new single, “Russian Roulette.”
The song, an eerie ballad about a dangerous love
affair, will be on Rihanna’s forthcoming album,
Rated R, out on November 23. And it shows a new,
darker side of the singer — a side that is dividing
fans.
“It’s different. She’s always coming with something
new and interesting,” Gregory told MTV News. “It’s
slower than her other songs. I liked it. There was
something that caught me off guard a little bit when
she said, ‘Pull the trigger.’ “
Most fans agreed, though, that the song has a bit of a
creepy vibe to it — from her heavy breathing on the

track to the gun noises at the beginning and end, the
song has a violent undertone. “It sounded creepy at
ﬁrst, and then it started going soft and I really liked it.
It’s something new,” Andrea said. “I thought it would
be another ‘Disturbia.’ It was interesting.”
Another fan, Jacqueline, agreed. “I thought it was
really good. It’s different from what you’re hearing
a lot now. It’s a lot softer and more serious. It’s
appropriate for where she’s at right now. It’s good
music.”
Nicholas thinks that the song shows “a whole new
side of Rihanna.” “It was darker — it was sort of
creepy. I liked it a lot. She obviously went through a
lot,” he said, referring to Chris Brown’s assault and its
aftermath. “I think it’s about coming back and kicking
ass.”
Although it received mostly positive reviews from
fans, there were a few who though that Rihanna
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should have released a club banger as the ﬁrst single
off the new album. Kayla explained, “I don’t know.
It’s really, really different. It’s not her. It’s like
‘Thriller’ meets ‘Dancing Queen.’ It’s weird, but I
guess it’s cool. Everything she does is really good.”
Derek said that in today’s pop world, with Lady Gaga
leading the charts, he’s not sure “Russian Roulette”
has what it takes to be a hit. “I didn’t think it was her
best work. It wasn’t a banger like all her other songs
— not as great as Lady Gaga’s new song. I think she’ll
be overshadowed by her,” he said. “It’s not gonna be
‘Disturbia’ — it’s no ‘Umbrella,’ that’s for sure.”

Come And Taste…
“The Holy Scriptures” all collected under one name,
“The Bible” – is the inspired Word of God, and its
purpose is clearly stated in 2 Timothy Ch 3 v 16.
BUT… what really is the BIBLE?
Many refer to The Bible as:The book of truth
The book of life
God’s love letter to mankind
A guide to eternal life
All of which are very true. However, there was one
facilitator who in his deﬁnition added beautifully to
the above by stating:“The Bible is the true and living authoritative infallible Word of God. It is one complete work from
Genesis to Revelations”.
He continued by stating the purpose of this book
“The Bible” which is:“The ONLY true and accurate source of studying
and understanding the Nature of God, the Person of
Jesus Christ, the Work of The Holy Spirit, the Gift
of Salvation and all other Spiritual Matters”.
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NOW!! As your spirit yearns for direction, go on,
purchase or borrow from a friend a copy of the Holy
Scriptures, “The Bible” and feed your spirit man. For
through the pages of The Bible, you will ﬁnd: The Mind of God
The Condition of your Heart
The Happiness of those who believe on and in
Jesus the Christ and
The Doom of those who reject
Also, through reading and studying The Bible: You are made wise
You are kept safe and
You become holy
My encouragement is this: Read the Scriptures (The Bible)
Read it Frequently
Read it Prayfully
In so doing you will enjoy rivers of pleasure and everlasting life with the Lord Jesus Christ.

Come and Taste…..
- 12 -

skinny jeans, wallet chain, huge sunglasses, rock star
attitude, my space page ,face book page, go to party’s
,taking lots of pics and posting them online. Tattoos.

SCENE KIDS
by Shako G
http://twitter.com/kornkiddd

If there’s one fact about scene kids it’s the fact they
There’s hip hop culture ,the skate scene ,the car scene
also love to party, rave out, rock hard if you will, and
,the extreme sports scene, all these scenes cool in all
they do it all in ﬁne fashion to the sounds of the internet
there awesome-ness ,but I have a favourite scene which
queen bitch JEFREE STAR or, BREATH CAROLINA,
is kicking major ass in the looking good department.
and MEDIC DROID, these are some of the new age
artist that these kids listen too, a mixture of poppy rock,
Lately I’ve stumbled upon a lot of what are now called
up beat techno and drag elements this music sounds just
scene bands on my space and this type of music extends
as complex and different as these kids look.
from a lifestyle /sub culture called SCENE.
scene kids are fun
upbeat individuals who
don’t seem to ﬁt into the
regular mould ,they chose
elaborate clothing as
apposed to the standard,
they wear dark eyeliner
as if there lives depended
on it ,and they love to get
pierced. ,this aspect of
the life style ties in with
the Emo life style .its all
about expression.
Let’s not forget what it takes to be a scene kid; you must
ﬁrst have some quintessential things. for one a trusty
sidekick ,no not like robin from batman lol, a sidekick
3 or the I phone will do, this is to capture the every
moment of your life and them post them online ,its also
perfect for showing al your friends on My space and
face book your latest hairstyle or party you’ve been too.
But that’s not all, here are some other things theses
trendy individuals need to carryon this lifestyle.:
eyeliner, dyed hair, piercing, tube socks, converse,
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Personal Grooming
You can shave or wax everything down there, but you
can’t use the same type of wax used on backs, faces,
etc as it’s too harsh. You can use normal wax for your
pubic bush, but not on your penis, balls or anus.
Most over the counter waxes contain things like rubbing alcohol, which will make you very sore it used
on the tender bits. IF you want to wax anything down
there other than your pubic bush, make sure you get
something that is made specially for waxing tender areas.
If you live in a big city, you will probably ﬁnd a Spa or
something that does “ass, back and sack” waxing.
If you have issues with razor burns when shaving your
tender bits, it tells me that you probably aren’t doing it
properly.
Post shaving needs a bit of attention too;
You need to follow most of the same rules as regular
shaving;
• Apply some cool water {not the cologne} to the
area to close the pores. This helps for many rea• Make sure the are is freshly cleaned and all cleanssons, including pimples, infection and what not.
ing stuff is washed away and clean again after
shaving to remove the shaving foam/cream/gel • Dry the area completely before getting dressed.
•

Make sure you soak the area to be shaved for at •
least 10 minutes. This can be done in a bath or
while taking a shower.

•

Use a fresh blade, as it can/will have nicks in it from
previous shaves. Nicks in the blade{s} are the most
common cause for cuts.

•

Use the right type of shaving foam/cream/gel for •
your skin type and the area you want to shave. Using anything with alcohol, menthol, citrus extracts,
etc are ﬁne to use on most faces, but not a good
choice to use on your tender bits unless you like a •
lot of pain. It’s recommended that you use a moisturizing based shaving gel or cream to do the tender
bits, as these have extra oils in them that helps the
•
razor glide across the area.

•
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Talc/baby powder is good to use. Just make sure
you wash and change it every day. Talc also helps
prevent the itchiness when the hair grows back in.
Most experts don’t recommend corn/maize/maise
starch based “talc” because it’s too ﬁne and can
clog the pores. So use the real stuff made from rock
and be a real man.
If you use talc, do not use after shave moisturizers
as well. All it does is gum up the area and cause
problems. Use one or the other, never both.
Wear clothing, especially underwear, that breathes.
DO NOT wear nylon or polyester man panties as
they do not breath.
Avoid pools, hot tubs and other areas for a day or
so that have high chlorine levels as this can cause
irritation.
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